




























Revenue/Cost

Moving away from manual 
processes and adoption of best 
practices

Territories produce more revenue 
and rep retention improves

Helping set the initial GTM 
structure correctly as a company 
starts to scale

Sales Leadership

Revenue, Cost, or Risk

Implementation
What changes does the customer need to make in 
order to realize the value?

Magnitude
What is the economic impact of the value?
How can this potential value be measured?
How can the economic impact be expressed as a 
formula?

Summary
What value does the solution provide the customer?

Who
What segment is receiving the value?

Decrease Cost

Medium for adopting best 
practices

Salary Cost
Time Saved x Salary

Time Savings

Sales Strategy

Revenue, Cost, or Risk

Implementation
What changes does the customer need to make in 
order to realize the value?

Magnitude
What is the economic impact of the value?
How can this potential value be measured?
How can the economic impact be expressed as a 
formula?

Summary
What value does the solution provide the customer?

Who
What segment is receiving the value?

Risk

Reduced Risk of missing numbersMagnitude
What is the economic impact of the value?
How can this potential value be measured?
How can the economic impact be expressed as a 
formula?

Increase Confidence

Medium

Sales Strategy

Revenue, Cost, or Risk

Implementation
What changes does the customer need to make in 
order to realize the value?

Summary
What value does the solution provide the customer?

Who
What segment is receiving the value?



Increase effectiveness of the sales 
team

Revenue

moving from spreadsheets to the 
fullcast platform to carve and 
manage territoies

Increased Revenue and more 
consistant rep attainment.
Post Fullcast Territoy Revenue / 
Per fullcast Territory Revenue

Sales Leadership

Revenue, Cost, or Risk

Implementation
What changes does the customer need to make in 
order to realize the value?

Magnitude
What is the economic impact of the value?
How can this potential value be measured?
How can the economic impact be expressed as a 
formula?

Summary
What value does the solution provide the customer?

Who
What segment is receiving the value?

Cost Savings

moving from spreadsheets to the fullcast 
platform to carve and manage territoies

Ops time can be spent more strategicaly
Time savings on existing manual tasks
Task Time x Saray Cost

Time savings for the ops team on the annual 
and daily ops functions once GTM is 
automated through Fullcast

Rev- Ops/Sales Ops

Revenue, Cost, or Risk

Implementation
What changes does the customer need to make in 
order to realize the value?

Magnitude
What is the economic impact of the value?
How can this potential value be measured?
How can the economic impact be expressed as a 
formula?

Summary
What value does the solution provide the customer?

Who
What segment is receiving the value?

Increase in Revenue

Increased Revenue through 
exploring all potential GTM 
options

Magnitude
What is the economic impact of the value?
How can this potential value be measured?
How can the economic impact be expressed as a 
formula?

Increase Optionality

Medium

Sales Strategy

Revenue, Cost, or Risk

Implementation
What changes does the customer need to make in 
order to realize the value?

Summary
What value does the solution provide the customer?

Who
What segment is receiving the value?

CostRevenue, Cost, or Risk

HardImplementation
What changes does the customer need to make in 
order to realize the value?

Decreased Cost. Time spent 
updating execution policies when 
GTM changes x Salary cost

Magnitude
What is the economic impact of the value?
How can this potential value be measured?
How can the economic impact be expressed as a 
formula?

Time SavingsSummary
What value does the solution provide the customer?

Sales Operations/ITWho
What segment is receiving the value?



Hard

????

Risk

Helps finance team with sales 
commission compliance

FP&A

Revenue, Cost, or Risk

Implementation
What changes does the customer need to make in 
order to realize the value?

Magnitude
What is the economic impact of the value?
How can this potential value be measured?
How can the economic impact be expressed as a 
formula?

Summary
What value does the solution provide the customer?

Who
What segment is receiving the value?

Use fullcast data from territory 
and rep assignments to feed 
commission tool

Cost Reduction

Reduction in commission 
overpayments.

More accurate commission 
payouts through effective dating

FP&A

Revenue, Cost, or Risk

Implementation
What changes does the customer need to make in 
order to realize the value?

Magnitude
What is the economic impact of the value?
How can this potential value be measured?
How can the economic impact be expressed as a 
formula?

Summary
What value does the solution provide the customer?

Who
What segment is receiving the value?



Add- OnsEnterpriseProfessionalStandard

Features and Functionality

Package

Segment

Pre- 
Prod

North 
American

Postal 
codes

US 
Postal 
Codes

Assignments Holdouts

Territories
Team 

Design

SmartPlan

Targets
Multiple

GTMs

Audit 
Logs

Dedicated 
Business 
Partner 

(White Glove)

Routing

SLA

EMEA 
Postal 
Codes

Industry 
Taxonomy

Corporate 
Hierarchies

Dedicated
Business 
Partner

Business 
Partner 

OnBoarding

Reporting

What If 
Scenarios

2 
Plans

5 Plans 
Unlimited

Unlimited
Plans

Acct 
Hierarches 
Automation

SFDC 
Integration

Embargo

Capacity
Planning
(Future)

Sales 
Leadership 

Collaboration

Territory 
Workflows 
from within

SFDC

Custom
Fields

Product
Design

Plan 
comparison

modeling



OperationsRetainmentUpsell/Cross SellNew Customers

SmartPlan
Capacity
Planning
(Future)

Plan 
Limitation






